1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. 4
B. 1
C. 3
D. 2

2. Match each word in line A with a word in line B to make pairs from the story.

A. slimy             shiny             smelly             old             huge             tasty
B. bottle            seaweed           fish              sock             shells           face

3. Answer TRUE or FALSE.

A. The fisherman wanted to catch a bottle.   TRUE / FALSE
B. The genie wanted to eat the fisherman.   TRUE / FALSE
C. The fisherman shouted at the genie.     TRUE / FALSE
D. In the end, the fisherman caught a fish. TRUE / FALSE

4. Which three things aren’t in the picture? Cross them off the list.

- fish
- net
- genie
- seaweed
- bottle
- cat
- rock
- sock
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